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Abstract: “Service Tax” is a major part of the indirect taxes of India. Indian economy uses direct and indirect taxes as 

primary sources of revenue to fulfill all the economic obligations of the country. This study is to analysis the contribution 

of service tax in revenue income of Government of India.  For the purpose of the study secondary data sources have been 

used. The data have been collected from various published financial reports, surveys, and budget documents. Analysis of 

data is done by using simple techniques like growth rate, percentage and simple ranking method. Service tax revenue is 

higher than the growth rate of revenue generated from the central excise and customs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
   

Service tax is one of the major tax under the category of indirect tax. Service tax was introduced in India in 1994-95, in 

accordance with the provisions of the Indian Finance Act of 1994. Service tax is an indirect tax levied by the Central 

Government in India. Other indirect taxes levied by the Centre include the Central Excise and Customs Duty. The 

introduction of service tax in the country ushered in a major structural change in the indirect tax regime in the form of a 

wider tax-base and facilitated the process of rationalisation of excise duties, resulting in lower tax burden on productive 

sectors (Government of India 2011).  Government has to undertake development and welfare activities such as education, 

sanitation, health, water supply, infrastructure development, education etc. All these development activities require massive 

amount of public finance. Taxes constitute main resource of public finance. Taxes in India are broadly divided into two 

categories i.e. direct and indirect taxes. Government of India have contributed a lot in the all-round development of society 

in the modern era. 

  

Contribution of service tax in GDP of the country by service sector is increasing over the years. The major objective of 

Government of India behind charging service tax is to reduce the intensity of taxation on trade and manufacturing sector 

without forcing the Govt. to compromise on the revenue needs of the country. Service tax is imposed on specific services 

called “Taxable Service”. The aim of the Government is to increase the list of taxable services until most of the services get 

covered under the tax net. For charging service tax, the value of any taxable service should be the gross amount charged by 

the service provider for service rendered by him. Service tax is specified by the Central Government under the Finance Act, 

1994 from time to time. There is no any separate Act for Service tax like Central Excise Act 1944. Service tax is collected by 

service provider from service receiver. It has to be paid by the service provider only.  
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2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 

Bahl (1971) and Chelliah (1971) related tax shares of developing countries to explanatory variables such as mining share, 

agriculture share and export share. According to Tanzi and Zee (2000), the vast literature on tax theory provides little practical 

guidance on the choice of an “optimal” level of taxation, which is robustly linked to different stages of a country’s economic 

development.  

 

In the Indian context, Rao (2001) analysed the issues involved in extending consumption taxes to the service sector. His 

empirical analysis revealed that the revenue productivity of the prevailing taxes on services was low. He also found that 

service tax has not been responsive to increase in incomes in the service sector. He argued in favour of a general tax on 

services rather than continuing with the then prevailing selective taxation system. However, he also favoured a small but 

well-defined negative list consisting of basic public services and services of a meritorious nature, and a threshold to exclude 

small service providers.  

 

Rao (2005) opined that the Indian tax system was characterized by a high dependence on indirect taxes, low average effective 

tax rates, high marginal effective tax rates and large tax induced distortions on investment and financing decisions and 

therefore reforms should be aimed at improving fiscal consolidations, lowering the marginal tax burden and reducing tax 

induced distortions.  

 

M. Govinda Rao and R. Kavitha Rao (2005) made an analysis of Indian tax system. The study reviewed the evolution of the 

tax system and its reform over the years and analyzed its efficiency and equity implications. The impact of historical and 

institutional factors in shaping India’s tax policy was studied. Alternate models of tax system reform were presented with a 

view to identifying the best practice approach followed in tax systems reforms. The trends in tax revenues were presented 

and analyzed the reasons for stagnation and deceleration in tax revenues both at Central and State levels. The study revealed 

that the tax system reform including reform in administration is a continuous exercise for improving the revenue 

productivity, minimise distortions and improve equity. It was suggested that reforms should be undertaken at Central, State, 

as well as Local levels. A major objective should be to minimise distortions and compliance cost.  

 

Bagchi (2004) also examined the structural and administrative issues relating to service taxation. Structural issues were 

centered on questions relating to tax base, tax rate and design. Administrative issues pertained to whether service tax should 

be levied by the Centre or States and definition of their jurisdiction. He concluded that service tax is best levied on a 

comprehensive base comprising goods and services under a system of Value Added Tax (VAT), at the national level.  

 

Rath and Rajesh (2006) studied the tax contribution of service-sector growth to Indian economy but it was limited to 

analysing only the growth trend and share of service tax in the government’s total tax revenue collection, from 1994-95 to 

2005-06. They found that the imposition of service tax has boosted the Government of India’s tax revenue collection.  

 

Khandare M. B. and Dr. N. Y. Ghadage (2011) evaluated the performance of service tax in India in terms of revenue 

generation, assesse base and its share in the total tax kitty of India. In addition, the relative position of the share of service 

sector and service tax in relation to GDP and total tax revenue of the country has also analyzed. The analysis of data reveals 

that service tax in India is progressing faster in terms of revenue collection, assesse base and even service tax collection per 

assesse and per service but it has failed to meet the incredible growth in revenue generation by the service sector. Although 

service sector accounts more than half GDP of India, service tax is contributing quite negligible share towards the total tax 

basket of the country.  
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3. OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 
 

Based on the key objectives and review of literature, the study focuses on the following:  

(a) Importance of service tax as a consumption-based tax. 

(b) To gain a brief view into the service tax prevailing in India.  

(c) To appraise the progress of service tax revenue in India.  

(d) Estimation of income elasticity of service tax revenue collection for the Indian economy. 

 

4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

   

The study is analytical in nature and based on secondary data collected from various published reports like Indian public 

finance statistics, economic surveys, ministry of statistics India and budget documents. In addition, books, journals, various 

websites of Government of India and central board of excise and customs were also used for the study. For the analysis of 

data simple techniques like percentage, simple ranking method and growth rate have been used. 

 

5. FINDINGS 
 

Table 1: Trends in Service Tax Revenue Collection in India (1994-1995 to 2011-2012) Financial Year Revenue (` in Crores) 

 

Financial 

Year 

Revenue 

( in Crores) 

Simple Annual Growth 

Rate (in %) 

Number of 

Services under 

Tax net 

Number of 

Tax 

Assesses 

Simple Annual 

Growth Rate (in 

%) 

1994-95 410 Base Year 3 3943 Base Year 

1995-96 846 106.34 6 4866 23.41 

1996-97 1022 20.8 6 13982 187.34 

1997-98 1515 48.24 18 45991 228.93 

1999-00 1787 17.95 26 115495 7.46 

2000-01 2540 22.59 26 122326 5.91 

2001-02 3305 30.12 41 187577 53.34 

2002-03 4125 24.81 52 232048 23.71 

2003-04 7890 91.27 62 403856 74.04 

2004-05 14196 79.92 75 774988 91.9 

2005-06 23053 62.39 84 846155 9.18 

2006-07 37482 62.59 99 940641 11.17 

2007-08 51133 36.42 100 1073075 14.08 

2008-09 60702 18.71 106 1204570 12.25 

2009-10 58336.36 -3.9 109 1307286 8.53 

2010-11 71016 22 117 1372274 4.97 

2011-12 97509 37 119 1535570 11.90 

Source: Directorate of Service Tax, Ministry of Finance, Government of India 

   

When the simple annual growth rate of service tax revenue collection was compared, it was found that 1995-96 witnessed 

an overwhelming 106 per cent growth in service tax revenue collection. However, this is mainly because of the base-year 

effect, since service tax was introduced in India just the previous year. In 2003-04, service tax revenue collection registered 

an impressive growth rate of 91 per cent over the previous year. The hike in the tax-rate from 8 % to 10 %, coupled with 

the remarkable increase in the number of tax assesses in 2003-04 over the previous year, showed extraordinary growth in 

service tax revenue.  
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Growth in service-tax collection has exhibited a decreasing trend since then, and dipped to a negative simple annual growth 

rate of -3.9 per cent in 2009-10. This shocking decrease can be solely attributed to the global economic recession of 2008-

09, because of which the Government of India had to reduce the service tax rate from 12 per cent to 10 per cent, as a part 

of its fiscal-relief package. However, service tax collection registered a simple annual growth rate of 22 per cent in 2010-11, 

mainly due to the modest hike in the number of services under the tax net. Service tax revenue collection exhibited an even 

higher annual growth rate of 37 per cent in 2011-12, due to the significant increase in the growth rate of the number of tax 

assesses to the extent of 12 % that particular year. 

 

 

Source :  Calculation and compilation based on data from DST, Govt. of India 

 

6. CONCLUSION 
    

In India, indirect taxes such as central excise, customs and service tax are playing an important role in the revenue generation 

for central government. With the study it is reviled that service sector takes dominant position in growing economy but the 

tax contribution by service sector is very small as compared to other taxes .in other words we can say that the service sector 

is generating a tiny part of the revenue generated by central govt. of India.  
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